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Introduction



Collections
 The Library has a tremendous collection of treasures from old and modern sources,

which have added to its reputation and role in promoting and expanding the history
of science and art.

 In the following, some of the most important collections available at the Library are
briefly explained.



Manuscripts



Lithography and movable-type books

 The collection of 

Lithography and 

movable-type books 

includes about 24,700 

volumes, which are very 

valuable in terms of 

scientific content and 

the history of the printing 

and publishing industry.  



Printed Books

The Main Library

The Iranian Studies Library



National, international and 
historical documents 



Periodicals



Museum 



Majles Yar application

In order to facilitate the provision of services to MPs
and move towards the realization of the Green
Parliament, the Majles Yar app was developed
earlier this year by the Iranian Parliament's
Information Technology Division.

The Majles Yar app is used by MPs on
the following issues:

1. Send the daily agenda to the
MPs;

2. Search on the rules database;
3. Searchable database of

parliament negotiations;
4. Submit a speech request by a

Member of Parliament;
5. Search on the library information

databases;
6. Research services to MPs;
7. Other administrative services

such as audio, video, and so on.



Virtual Reference Services to MPs

 MPs Virtual Reference Desk is a management dashboard, which, in addition to providing a
personal library, enables the access to the specialized information required by each of the
MPs on various topics and with regard to the work of the relevant committees.

 This tool helps to provide insights and solutions that rely on the scientific, historical and
political resources of the day to better draft laws and regulations in Parliament.

 These services are available in two ways:

1) Just in time Services at the Parliamentary Meetings;

In this service, the MP during a general meeting can chat with the expert librarian via his/ her PC
and ask for brief and concise information.

2) Comprehensive services;

These services are more comprehensive and all information and resources requested by MPs,
including books, articles, etc., are in pdf format or audio and video files provided to MPs in the
shortest time as an information package via the Majles Yar app or an e-mail.
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